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QUESTION 1

A developer needs to check for product inventory in all inventory lists using the Open Commerce API. 

An example request URL is: 

http://refarch.demandware.net/dw/data/v18_3/inventory_lists/ecom-inventory/ product_inventory_records/00883408601 

Which property should the developer check in the OCAPI settings to confirm the appropriate resource is enabled? 

A. client_id 

B. resource_id 

C. methods 

D. ecom-inventory 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers wants to give customers the ability to refine product search results by a product custom attribute,
weightCapacity. Which series of steps should a Digital Developer take to show this refinement on the storefront? 

A. Define a sorting rule for weightCapacity, then rebuild the product search index. 

B. Define a search refinement for weightCapacity, then rebuild the product search index. 

C. Define search-suggestion buckets for weightCapacity, then rebuild the product search index. 

D. Define a search refinement for weightCapacity, then clear the page cache segment for Search- Show. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC1/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2FSearchandNavigation% 2FConfiguringCataloglevelSearchRefinementDefinitions.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer is tasked with the development of a new Page Designer Page Type, as requested by the merchant. 

How should they define the rendering logic of the page? 

A. Implement an XML file with a node 

B. Implement a JavaScript file with a render() function 

C. Implement a Controller file with a "render" route 

D. Implement a metadata JSON file with a "render" property 



Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Once the Cache Information tool of the storefront toolkit is enabled, how can a Digital Developer view caching
information for a particular component of the page? 

A. Hover over the caching icons now present on the storefront. 

B. Open the Request Logs to view the caching information. 

C. Start a pipeline debugging session and view the caching information provided. 

D. Right-click on the component in UX Studio and view the caching properties of the file. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers specifies a new category hierarchy for navigating the digital commerce storefront. A Digital
Developer uses Business Manager to manually create a catalog with the specified category hierarchy, then uses the
Products and Catalogs > Import and Export module to export the catalog as a file. 

How can other Developers with sandboxes on the same realm create the same catalog in their own sandboxes? 

A. Use Business Manager to upload and import a copy of the export file obtained from the original Developer. 

B. Use the remote upload capability of the Site Import and Export module of Business Manager. 

C. Use the import capability of the Site Import and Export module of Business Manager. 

D. Use the Business Manager Data Replication module to replicate the catalog from the original Developer\\'s sandbox. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC2/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2FImportExport%2FCatalogObjectImportExport.html 

 

QUESTION 6

A Digital Developer is asked to optimize controller performance by lazy loading scripts as needed instead of loading all
scripts at the start of the code execution. 

Which statement should the Developer use to lazy load scripts? 

A. importPackage () method 

B. $.ajax () jQuery method 

C. local include 



D. require () method 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A developer has a sandbox with code to log a message during execution, and the following code: 

var Logger = require(`dw/system/Logger\\'); 

Logger.info(message); 

After the code executes, the developer does not see any log file with the message in the WebDAV folder. 

Which task does the developer need to perform to correct this issue? 

A. Set the logging global preference to true 

B. Set the log retention to a value higher than 0 

C. Request that the developer\\'s account be given permission to the Log Center of the current realm 

D. Set the root log level to debug 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

A Storefront is designed so that multiple pages share a common header and footer layout. 

Which ISML tag should a developer use on the templates for these pages to avoid code repetition in the most effective
way? 

A. ... 

B. ... 

C. ... 

D. ... 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers wants to change a content slot that is currently configured to display a content asset. Now they
want the slot to display the top five selling boxes for the week. Which two changes need to be made for this to occur?
(Choose two.) 

A. Change the slot\\'s configuration content type to "products." 



B. Change the slot\\'s configuration content type to "recommendations." 

C. Change the slot\\'s configuration template to the appropriate rendering template. 

D. Delete the existing content asset. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

A merchant reports that a particular landing page loads slowly. As a result, there is a significantly higher visitor
departure rate in the analytics that appears to correlate with this. They anticipate this will impact revenues and want to
resolve as 

soon as possible. 

In order to diagnose and remedy this, the merchant asks their developer to investigate caching settings on the page in
an attempt to determine the root cause. 

How can the developer quickly inspect the page components to understand the caching? 

A. Open the request logs to inspect the caching information 

B. Utilize the debugger to inspect the caching information 

C. Use the Storefront Toolkit cache info tool to inspect page components 

D. Inspect the caching properties of the page component in an IDE 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC3/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2Fcontent%2Fb2c_commerce%2Ftopics%2Fstorefront_toolkit%
2Fb2c_storefront_toolkit_tools.html 

 

QUESTION 11

In order to build the SFRA code to a developer sandbox for the first time, which build steps should the developer
perform for the site to appear and function as designed? 

A. npm run compile:js, npm run compile:html, npm run clean 

B. npm run compile:js, npm run compile:scss, npm run compile:fonts 

C. npm run compile:js, npm run compile:scss, npm run compile:html 

D. npm run compile:scss, npm run compile:html, npm run clean 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://trailhead.salesforce.com/content/learn/modules/b2c-page-designer-developers/b2c- page-designer-
set-up-dev-environment 



 

QUESTION 12

A Digital Developer needs to check for product inventory in a specific inventory list using the Open Commerce API. An
example request URL is: 

Which resource_id value enables the appropriate resource? 

A. /inventory_lists/* 

B. /inventory_lists/** 

C. /inventory_list_search 

D. /products/* 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC1/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2FOCAPI%2F15.6%2Fusage%2FOCAPISettings.html 
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